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Abstract - After the success of 4G wireless mobile 

technology takes place; researchers, mobile operator 

industries representative, academic institutions have begun to 

check out the technological advancement towards 5G 

communication networks due to some main demands that are 

meliorate data rates, better capacity, minimized latency and 

better quality of service. To establish the 5G mobile 

communication technological foundation, various research 

works or projects entailing main mobile infrastructure 

manufacturers, academia and international mobile network 

operators have been introduced recently. However, 5G mobile 

services shall be made available for use, their architecture, and 

their performance have not been evidently clarified. This 

paper contains the details related to 5g with the prime focus 

on the massive multiple input multiple output technology and 

device-to-device communication. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The “G” in 5G stands for “generation.” and 5 is that the 

advancement denoted through variety. Wireless phone 

technology technically entered with 1G, and within the early 

1990s it upgraded to 2G when companies provided people to 

send text messages between two cellular devices which was 

interesting for the world. Eventually the world moved on to 

3G, which imparted the liberation of making phone calls, 

sending text messages, and browsing the internet at excellent 

speed. 4G enhanced the capabilities that were made possible 

only with the 3G wireless. People could browse the online at 

lights speed, send text messages, and may make phone calls 

and that they could even download and upload large video 

files with none issues and without long waiting. 

 

The 5G Network: Fifth generation mobile communication 

network is a new revolution in the world of 

telecommunication.5G mobile networks model is all internet 

protocol (IP) based model. In the 5G mobile network 

conception, it is an exceptional approach that the prime 

priorities of fifth generation (5G) mobile systems are user 

terminals. The terminal has the right or opportunity to 
approach unalike wireless technologies concurrently and also 

able to amalgamate some attributes from other technologies. 

 

5G: An idea to swing towards 5G is predicated on present 

drifts; it's commonly assumed that 5G cellular networks can 

tackle six obstacles that aren't well addressed by 4G i.e. 

1: Higher capacity   2: connectivity to massive device           

3: data rate higher      4: reduced cost 

5: End to End latency has been lowered   6: consistent Quality 

 

5G cellular network architecture:  

There are many problems for 5G designers. One of the 

foremost vital challenges is that the physical paucity of 

frequency (RF) spectra owed for cellular communications. 

More-over these frequency spectra are profoundly used, and 

there's no more auxiliary within the existing cellular bands. 

Further challenge is that the operation of advanced wireless 

technologies comes at the tag of high energy consumption. It 

has been seen and reported by cellular operators that the 
energy which is consumed by the base stations contributes to 

over 70% of their electricity bill, the wireless setup had come 

about from 1G to 4G. Alternatively, the addition of an 

application or we will say amelioration done at the elementary 

network for pleasing the user requirements is provoking the 

package providers to drift for a 5G network as soon as 4G is 

commercially found out. However, there was a widely 

agreement on the very fact that as compared to the 4G 

network, the 5G network should achieve the below benefits 

over it: 

1. 1000 times the system capacity   2. 10 times the spectral 

efficiency    3. energy efficiency       4. Data rate. 

5. 25 times the average cell throughput. Drastic changes 

within the policy of designing the 5G wireless cellular 
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architecture is required to satisfy the problem of the user and 

to conquer the challenges that have been put forward in the 

5G system. 

 

2. TECHNOLOGY 

New Radio Frequencies: 

 

The air interface defined by 3GPP for 5G is understood as 

New Radio (NR), and therefore the specification is subdivided 

into two frequency bands, FR1 (below 6 GHz) and FR2 

(mmWave) each with different capabilities. 

 

Frequency Range 1(<6Ghz): 

 

The maximum channel bandwidth defined for FR1 is 100 

MHz, thanks to the scarcity of continuous spectrum during 

this crowded frequency range. The band most generally 

getting used for 5G during this range is 3.3–4.2 GHz. 

 

Frequency Range 2(>24Hz):  

The lowest channel bandwidth defined for FR2 is 50 MHz and 

the highest is 400 megahertz. In the U.S. Verizon is adapting 

n258 band 26 GHz and AT&T is using 39 gigahertz. The 

higher frequency will have the ability to support high data-

transfer speeds. 

FR2 coverage:  

5th Generation within the 24 Giga Hertz range or above use 

higher frequencies than 4th generation, and as a result, some 

5G signals aren't capable of travelling large distances (>100 

meters), unlike 4th generation or lower frequency 5G signals 

(sub 6 GHz). This requires placing 5G base stations every few 

hundred meters so as to use higher frequency bands. 

 

Applications:- 

 

Internet connectivity plays a major role in today’s world, and 

enhancement of speed of the internet leads to faster, quicker 

and better development. 

Almost every gadget we use needs internet and every 

organization/industry fast internet. 

With development of 5G internet things will become more 

easier for various things such as: 

 

1. Automobile Industry 

2. Public Safety 

3. Fixed Wireless (Optical Fiber), etc. 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig -1: Spectrum Speed Range 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig -2 : Devices and connections 
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Table 1: 5G cognitive radio spectrum possibilities 

 

 Spectrum opportunity Purpose CR Function 

54-698 Megahertz TV Bands Utilized under the carrier accumulation 

conception, i.e., using it as components 

of carrier. 

2.7-2.9 Gigahertz Bandwidth scaling from 2.7 to 3.4 

gigahertz for improved pliable 

spectrum usage 

Not identified clearly. 

3.4-3.6 Gigahertz Band 43 A smooth misuse of the Band 43 from 

WiMAX to LTE 

Co-deployment on uppermost of the 

large layer of cell. 

3.6-3.8 Gigahertz Neighboring carrier accumulation 

provision with the maximal 100 

megahertz bandwidth 

Carrier aggregation application. 

3.8-4.2 Gigahertz Macro cell & mini cell layers’ 
deployment, i.e., heterogeneous networks 

(HetNet) 

Carrier aggregation within HetNet. 

60 Gigahertz unlicensed band Small cell backhaul deployment Not identified clearly. 
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Wi-Fi:- 

By some mobile operators, non-overlay offloading of 

traffic by means of Wi-Fi networks has been 

beforehand administered. Fundamentally, when a 

cellphone terminal is in the locality of a Wi-Fi 

hotspot, routing of data traffic is changed to utilize 

its radio interface. This solution is pleasing as it 

permits entry to a free, prohibited spectrum, as a 

result of that minimizing the unnecessary congestion 

in valuable, authorized frequency bands. 

 

Performance:- 

 

5G speeds will range from ~50 Mbit/s to over a Gbit/s. The 

fastest 5G is known as mm wave. As of 2019, mm wave had a 

top speed of 1.75 Gbit/s on AT&T's 5G network. 

Sub-6 GHz 5G (mid-band 5G) will usually deliver between 

100-400 Mbit/s, but will have more reach than mm wave, 

especially outdoors. Low-band spectrum offers the best range, 

thereby a greater coverage area for a given site, but is slower 

than the others. 

 

Latency:  

In 5th generation, the air latency in equipment shipping in 

2019 is 8–12 ms. The latency of the server must be added to 

the air latency for various comparisons. 

 

Error Rate:  

5G uses an adaptive signal writing to stay the bit error rate 

low. If the error rate is just too high the transmitter will switch 

to a less error prone coding mechanism. This sacrifices 

bandwidth to make sure a coffee error rate. 

 

Range:  

The range of 5G depends on various factors. One of the key 

factor’s is the frequency being used. mm wave signals tend to 

have a range of only a couple of hundred meters while the low 

band signals can have a range of a couple of hundred 

kilometers. 

 

 

 

 

Deployment:- 

 

5G is expected to be used for personal networks with 

applications in industrial IoT, enterprise networking, and 

important communications beyond the mobile operator 

networks,  

The first deployments were in April 2019. In South Korea , 

SK Telecom claimed 38,000 base stations, KT Corporation 

30,000 and LG U Plus 18,000; of which 85% are in six major 

cities. They are using 3.5 GHz (sub-6) spectrum in non-

standalone (NSA) mode and tested speeds were from 193 to 

430 Mbit/s down.260,000 signed up within the first month and 

4.7 million by the top of 2019. 

Not many companies sell 5G radio hardware and 5G systems 

for carriers, companies such as Cisco Systems, Huawei, 

Nokia, Qualcomm, Samsung, etc. provide the supplies. 

 

 

Traffic offloading of devices:- 

Smartphones, gadgets, tablets and broadband devices produce 

exceptionally huge amount of traffic. With this cellular 

infrastructure, mobile operators companies are encountering 

great problems to figure for such a huge growth of mobile 

traffic. Traffic offloading consists in utilizing complemented 

RAN (radio access networks) to convey information initially 

meant for mobile cellular networks, by meaning reducing the 

blockage on each single radio link and respective backbone 

connection. 

 

Solution for offloading:  

The upcoming generation of mobile communication systems 

could impact offloading chances generated by the merger of 

the aforesaid solutions & further that may be evolved in the 

future. Cognitive mobile-traffic offloading is an approach in 

which these solutions can be further extended through the 

utilization of CR. 

 

Traffic offloading benefits: 

 

Fig. 4 Benefits of offloading 
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Security concerns:- 

 

IoT Analytics estimated a rise within the number of IoT 

devices, enabled by 5G technology, from 7 billion in 2018 to 

21.5 billion by 2025.This can raise the attack surface for these 

devices to a considerable scale, and therefore the capacity for 

DDoS attacks, crypto jacking, and other cyber attacks could 

boost proportionally. 

Due to fears of potential espionage of users of Chinese 

equipment vendors, several countries (including the USA, 

Australia and therefore the UK as of early 2019) have taken 

actions to restrict the use of Chinese equipment’s in their 

respective 5G networks and may eliminate them completely. 

 

5G impact on society :- 

 

From the social view, 5G networks have the capability to 

improve the mobile broadband connections in plain regions. 

The expenditure of wealth for installing a huge number of BS 

& the less ARPU (average revenue per user) has deferred the 

wide-ranging coverage of rustic environments. 

By utilizing TV White Space & offloading of traffic 

elucidations, the placement of 5G networks in rustic regions 

will be feasible at a lesser budget in the very high-

frequency/ultrahigh-frequency spectrum. 

 

Result:- 

 

5G wireless network architecture has been detailed along with 

massive technology, network function virtualization cloud and 

device to device communication. For the better quality in 

future & increased data rate for the inside users and at the 

corresponding time it reduces the pressure from the outside 

base station, certain short range communication technologies, 

like Wi-Fi, small cell has been explained. Some key 

promising technologies and the upcoming generation step by 

step have also been discussed fulfill the credible routine 

desires, like huge MIMO and Device to Device 

communication in fastidious and intervention management, 

multi radio access technology ultra-dense networks, full 

duplex radios, millimeter wave communication and Cloud 

technologies in general with radio access networks, spectrum 

allocation with cognitive radio and software defined networks. 

 

 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a comprehensive review has been done on the 

recital necessities of 5th Generation wireless cellular 

communication systems that are defined in requisites of 

knowledge rate, spectral efficiency, latency, capacity, energy 

efficiency, and Quality of service. 
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